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OVERALL FOCUS: 
 

PROPER BASEBALL MECHANICS PROPER STRETCHING PROPER BASEBALL ETIQUETTE 
COMPETITIVE SPORTSMANSHIP GET OUTS GET BASES 

 
 PERIOD DATES (APPROXIMATE) 

1 Introductions & Preseason February 15 – March 15 
2 Early games & Midseason March 15 – May 15 
3 Prepare for postseason & for next season May 15 – June 15 
 
 

LEVEL WHEN DETAIL 

T-BALL  
THIS IS WHERE THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A PLAYER’S CONFIDENCE ARE 
LAID.  KIDS SHOULD BE SHOWN HOW FUN THE GAME CAN BE AND LEARN 
THE PROPER WAY TO HANDLE THE BASEBALL, RUN THE BASES (STATION 

TO STATION) AND HIT THE BALL. 

  
The Little League Tee Ball Program is an excellent resource that 
is available online!  It provides great drills and lays out the season 

over 10 45-minute practices. 
Throw Properly 1 Make throws over the top.  Practice long arm throwing 
Catch The Ball 1 Stress using two hands and catching ball in front of the body 

Get Over The Fear 1 

Make staying in front of the ball a fun competition.  Let them know 
that even if the ball hits them it may hurt for a minute, the pain goes 
away quickly.  Don’t dote over a player who’s been hit.  Keep them 
focused on having fun PLAYING.  (Like a baby who falls down.  We 
don’t spend ten minutes reacting to it, we notice it and get them 
focused on whatever task they were doing prior to the fall).  Getting 
over it quickly also psychologically helps other players too.  If 10 
kids see one child crying over getting hit with a ball, then their fear 
factor increases.  If they see the player get over the incident 
quickly, they begin to realize that it’s really not so bad.  Remind 
them that the glove is their best friend.  If they catch the ball with 
the glove, they are a LOT less likely to be hit with the ball in any 
painful way. 

Dugout Safety 1 No swinging bats or throwing balls in the dugout.  Teach players to 
be attentive to the game. 

Hit The Ball 2 Teach hand-eye coordination to hit the ball on top half of the ball. 
Basic Fielding Info 2 Feet spread, hands down and out in front of the body. 
   

FARM  
THIS IS THE FIRST LEVEL OF ACTUAL BASEBALL PLAYING.  THIS IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT LEVEL OF TEACHING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE 

GAME. WORK HARD TO GET PLAYERS UP TO SPEED ON THE THINGS 
THEY SHOULD HAVE LEARNED AT THE T-BALL LEVEL. 

Fundamental Fielding 1 Continue lesson from above, but work hard to make sure that all 
players are doing it properly.  Try to abolish bad habits. 

Ground Balls 1 

Hands down in front of the body.  Feet spread and bent at the 
knees (NOT the waist) to receive the ball.  Also, players should 
learn not to wait for the ball, but go get it.  Stress the need to keep 
eyes on the ball all the way into the glove! 
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Fly Balls 1 Hands up above head (two hands) and in front of the body.  Stress 
the need to keep eyes on the ball all the way into the glove! 

Introduction To Base 
Running 1 

Teach kids how to run out an infield single (through the bag and to 
the right), an outfield single (round the bag), and a double, triple 
and home run.  Remember, the overall focus of “Getting Bases”.  
Teach them to STOP on all bases except first base and home 
plate. 

Dugout Safety 1 
Refresh the kids’ memories on the importance of not swinging bats 
or throwing balls or horsing around in the dugout.  Maybe give 
rewards for knowing the count or outs or even the inning “score”. 

Where To Throw 1/2 

In the beginning, all outfield throws should go to second base and 
all infield throws to first.  (NO throws to pitcher from anyone but the 
first baseman or person covering second.)  Later in the season (2) 
begin showing players when and where to throw the ball for force 
plays and lead runners.  It’s not as important early in the season 
since this is not a competitive level.  It’s very much a teaching level 
so fundamentals need to be stressed.  In the practices in 
March/April players can begin to learn the value of getting the ball 
to the base in front of the lead runner. 

Introduction To Pitching 
(Step And Throw Strikes) 2 

Pitchers should begin to throw to coaches and catchers.  The 
PRIMARY focus is on throwing the ball over the plate so that 
batters have a chance to hit the ball.  They should ALL also throw 
from a stretch position.  A wind up is something they can be taught 
later.  Keep the motion simple so they only need to focus on 
throwing the ball over the plate (to the catcher). 

Introduction To Catching 
(Keep The Ball In Front) 2 

Catchers should learn how to wear the gear and be reminded that it 
is there for their protection.  ALL players should be given the 
opportunity to catch at least once in a game.  Their primary focus 
should be on keeping the ball in front of them to the best of their 
ability. 

   

MINOR  
AT THIS LEVEL, IT WILL BE MORE IMPORTANT TO KEEP RUNS FROM 

SCORING AND (CONVERSELY TO SCORE RUNS) WORK HARD TO GET 
PLAYERS UP TO SPEED ON THE THINGS THEY SHOULD HAVE LEARNED AT 

THE T-BALL OR FARM LEVEL. 

Long Toss & Relays 1 

Stress the importance of long arm throwing and make the kids 
throw the ball farther.  Short arms will get kids hurt.  Every practice 
and pregame should include at least 10 – 20 long throws (80+ feet)  
If a player cannot throw the ball at least 60 feet, they can’t get an 
accurate throw from one base to another—the distance from corner 
to corner is close to 85 feet.  Remember that throwing is not just a 
function of the arm.  It involves the shoulders, back, legs and core 
too.  It’s important that kids can properly crow hop by now. 
 
Players should also learn the proper way to relay a throw.  Hands 
up, receive the ball and drop step to their glove side.  Good strong 
throw between the next player’s forehead and chest. 

Cut Offs 1 

The relays lead directly into teaching players about how to run cut 
off plays.  It’s important to teach all players at each position.  Not 
only do the players who are cutting the ball need to work, but the 
players at the receiving bag need to learn to move those players as 
needed (be LOUD). 
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Proper Fielding Footwork 1 

This is so important to avoiding injuries!  Advanced Farm players 
can learn this too, but it needs to be stressed at this level. 
 
First basemen need to get to the bag with a foot on each side and 
only move a foot toward the ball AFTER the ball has been thrown to 
them. 
 
Middle infielders need to use the bag to protect themselves and not 
take throws in front of the bag.  Third basemen need to do the 
same.  Work hard on double plays.  Balls should be thrown over 
the bag (not AT the approaching player) at chest to shoulder level.  
The player receiving the ball should be in a protected position and 
make a strong, accurate throw to first base. 

Ground Balls (Infield And 
Outfield) 1 

Infielders should continue the things they’ve been taught.   
Outfielders need to learn the proper way to field a ball on the 
ground and throw it back to the infield.  Glove side leg out front, 
pick the ball, crow hop and strong throw TO THE BASE through the 
cut off…break habit of throwing TO the cut off! 

Base Running 1 

More aggressive running should be taught.  At this level base 
stealing is introduced.  Players should learn to read balls in the dirt 
(dirty balls, B.I.D.s).  They should remember the Overall Focus of 
“Get Bases”.  This is also the level where proper sliding technique 
should be taught. 

Bunting 2 
Very simple turn of the hips.  Get the bat on top of the ball.  Catch 
the ball with the bat.  Players should NOT turn completely in the 
box.  It’s dangerous and takes them out of a good running position. 

Proper Tagging 
Technique 2 

Standing over or behind the bag (NEVER ON the bag) a tag should 
be placed to the side of the bag where the runner is coming from.  
NEVER swipe at a runner.  Lay the glove down in front of the bag 
and the runner will either run or slide into it. 
 
This is also where fielders should never take a throw in front of the 
bag.  Always take the throw at the bag and put the tag down 
between the bag and the approaching runner. 

Introduction To Bunt 
Coverages 2/3 

Since batters at this level will bunt more, it’s a good idea to be able 
to cover it.  Earlier in the year, it’s fine to teach the basic coverage, 
but as the year progresses, it is good to teach at least one 
coverage for a bunt with a runner other than on first base. 

   

MAJOR  

THIS IS THE LEVEL WHERE ALL STARS GET TO TRAVEL!  IT’S REALLY THE 
BEGINNING OF MOST PROFESSIONAL PLAYERS’ CAREERS.  THIS IS WHERE 

PLAYERS BEGIN TO LEARN THE MENTAL SIDE OF THE GAME TO 
COMPLIMENT ALL THE PHYSICAL THEY HAVE BEEN TAUGHT. 
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Sometimes Kids Are The 
Best Teachers 1 

This is, by far, the most trying level to teach kids to compete when 
they may not have played before or if they have been the “victims” 
of poor teaching.  If you’re having trouble with less skilled players, 
have the more skilled players work with them during practice.  
Something as simple as having your best player play catch with the 
worst player is a huge ego boost for the less skilled player.  When 
those players are having trouble, allow his/her teammates to help 
them out of it.  Within reason, allow the players to coach 
themselves.  It really shows how much they know about the game 
and how much they are THINKING on the field instead of just 
regurgitating the information—it also builds leaders and humility. 

Situational Hitting 1 

Hitting behind a runner, sacrifice flies, bunts to a zone…  It would 
not be a bad idea to introduce the players to the idea and 
philosophy of the hit and run.  Teach players to go to the plate with 
a plan.  It’s not just about hitting the ball anymore.  It’s about putting 
the ball in play to help the team. 

Run Downs 1 

This COULD be covered in Minors, but there is a LOT of new 
information being introduced at that level.  Rundowns should take 
no more than two throws.  Defense should force runner back in the 
direction of the bag they came from or toward the bag that would 
cause two runners to be at the same place.  Teach also that not 
everyone needs to be involved with the rundown.  Lastly, once the 
ball is thrown, get out of the way!! 

Advanced Base Running 1 Ex: What to do if a runner in front of you on base is in a rundown… 

Stress Longer Throwing 
(Next Level Prep) 2/3 

The next level of baseball is played at a field 1.5x bigger than the 
one they’ve been using for all the years of their career so far.  
That’s reason number one that players need to throw the ball 
farther.  Remember to stress “Proper Baseball Mechanics” and 
“Proper Stretching”.  Now every practice and pregame should 
include 10 – 20 throws from a distance no less than 120 feet.  (150 
is better)  One-hops are fine at first, but stress accuracy.  Have 
players use their crow hop for longer throws.  (Use the whole 
body!!) 

Advanced Defensive 
Positioning 3 

Even though there is not leading or stealing before the ball crosses 
the plate, there is still a lot of gamesmanship at this level.  It would 
be great to teach the players what to do in such situations so they 
don’t panic and make a mess of a situation. 

 Bunts  

Managers will bunt to get players into scoring position, home from 
third, over to third or just to get on base.  ALL fielders need to know 
what to do if that batter squares to bunt.  In this situation the 
CATCHER needs to control the field (BE LOUD). 

Infield/Outfield 
Positioning  

Players need to learn that they can’t stand in the same place for 
every pitch of every game.  They should learn how to position 
themselves in all situations (double play, in, deep, guarding line, no 
doubles).  All of this knowledge will help them stand out over 
players at the next level who didn’t learn it. 

Introduction To Next 
Level 3 

Hold a part of an occasional practice at a longer length.  Encourage 
drills and competitions that make the players perform at a higher 
level and on a field larger than they are used to. 

 Leads  
Towards the end of the year, it would be a good idea to incorporate 
some fun drills that give the proper method of leading from a base 
(and how to get back). 
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 Pick Offs  
Pitchers need to know what to do when the runners are off.  Teach 
proper (non-balking) technique to these players so it is something 
that their next coach has to spend less time on. 

Baseball Philosophy 3 

The best game in the world is a thinking man’s game!!  It’s 
important for players who are going to go on to play at any level 
beyond little league (varsity, college, pro) to know the finer points of 
the game! 

 Why We Do  

Talk about the reason for a play.  They may have been making the 
same play for years, but do they know why or what good will come 
from doing it properly?  I like to ask questions.  I ask the players 
“WHY” we do something and let them answer to see if they are 
thinking or if they are just being robots. 

 How We Do  

By this plan, these players should have been learning “Proper 
Baseball Mechanics”.  They should also know that the things they 
are doing are to done a certain way (within reasonable variation) so 
that they play for a long healthy time! 

   

JUNIOR  

THIS IS THE LEVEL WHERE BASEBALL IS PLAYED ON THE “BIG” FIELD FOR 
THE FIRST TIME.  IT IS ALSO POSSIBLY THE LAST TIME PLAYERS WILL PLAY 
IN LITTLE LEAGUE ® AS MOST WILL BE ABLE TO TRY OUT FOR THEIR HIGH 
SCHOOL TEAMS.  COACHES MUST PREPARE PLAYERS FOR THAT! 

Baseball Philosophy All Season 

The best game in the world is a thinking man’s game!!  It’s 
important for players who are going to go on to play at any level 
beyond little league (varsity, college, pro) to know the finer points of 
the game! 

 Why We Do  

Talk about the reason for the play.  They may have been making 
the same play for years, but do they know why or what good will 
come from doing it properly?  I like to ask questions.  I ask the 
players “WHY” we do something and let them answer to see if they 
are thinking or if they are just being robots. 

 How We Do  

By this plan, these players should have been learning “Proper 
Baseball Mechanics”.  They should also know that the things they 
are doing are to done a certain way (within reasonable variation) so 
that they play for a long healthy time! 

Stress Long Arm 
Throwing All Season 

The field 1.5x bigger than the one they’ve been using for all the 
years of their career so far.  Make sure that long toss is an integral 
part of preseason warm up and every practice in the year.  Players 
should use the whole body…remember, the arm is just the 
mechanism to launch the ball, but the back and shoulders are 
where the strength comes from. 

Set Position 1 

Players & managers will want to use the weapon of the stolen base 
at this level.  They will take advantage of the lack of strength in 
catchers’ arms, the inability to hold runners close and (especially) 
the fact that many pitchers will balk a lot at this level.  This is a skill 
that requires hours of work, but the work will pay off in not giving up 
90-foot gifts. 

Steal Defense 1 
This is for the catchers to learn the proper mechanics of throwing 
down to catch a runner AND for the infielders to know where to be 
and how to react to runner. 
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Base Running 
(Leads/Good Jump) 1 

This is also the time to teach the difference between a straight steal 
jump and a hit & run jump.  Teach the players to be able to react to 
the slightest movement of the pitchers’ lift leg…every millisecond 
counts. 
 
For a hit & run, it is imperative to make sure the pitcher is actually 
throwing to the plate. 

Pick Offs 1/2 

This is slightly different than teaching the set position.  It can be 
introduced at the same time, but when working on this skill it’s 
important to work with the respective infielders too.  It’s another 
thing that takes hours to master, but pays off so much in keeping 
runners honest. 

Situational Hitting 1/2 
Hitting behind a runner, sacrifice flies, bunts to a zone…  Teach 
players to go to the plate with a plan.  It’s not just about hitting the 
ball anymore.  It’s about putting the ball in play to help the team. 

Hit & Run 2 

By now the runners will have an idea of how to run this play, but the 
batters have to learn how to take the ball where it is pitched and get 
it hard on the ground to give the team the best chance at a 
successful play.  Their objective is to protect the runner. This may 
mean swinging at ANY pitch not in the dirt. 

Bunts 2 

Managers will bunt to get players into scoring position, home from 
third, over to third or just to get on base.  ALL fielders need to know 
what to do if that batter squares to bunt.  In this situation the 
CATCHER needs to control the field (BE LOUD). 
 
Also, managers need to teach players how to bunt into specific 
zones based on the situation. 

Advanced Swing 
Mechanics 2/3 

To this point many players may not have learned much more than 
“swing hard and don’t miss”.  It’s time to make sure players learn 
how to use their HANDS to improve their swing paths.  Their hands 
are THE KEY to driving the swing.  The correct hand path is one 
that goes from address to the point of contact—not around it, not 
under it and NEVER up to it… 

Introduction To Next 
Level (High School) 3 

Most players after one year at this level will likely be freshmen in 
their respective high schools.  It may be sad to lose these players, 
but it’s incumbent on each manager to pass them to their high 
school coaches with a chance to succeed at each successive level. 

 


